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Abstract 
The ordinary binomial theorem may be expressed in the statement that the polynomials x" 
are of binomial type. Several generalizations of the binomial theorem can be stated in this form. 
A particularly nice one, essentially due to Rothe, is that the polynomials a,(x; h,w)= 
x(x+h+nw)(x+2h+nw) . . . (x+(n-1)h+nw) ,  ao(x; h, w) = l, are of binomial type. 
When h = 0, this reduces to a symmetrized version of Abel's generalization of the binomial 
theorem. A different sort of generalization was made by Schiitzenberger, who observed that if 
one adds to the statement of the binomial theorem the relation yx = qxy, then the ordinary 
binomial coefficient is replaced by the q-binomial coefficient. There are also commutative 
q-binomial theorems, one of which is subsumed in a q-Abel binomial theorem of Jackson. 
We go further in this direction. Our two main results are a commutative q-analogue of 
Rothe's identity with an extra parameter, and a noncommutative symmetric q-Abel identity 
with two extra parameters. Each of these identities contains many special cases that seem 
to be new. 
1. Introduction 
We begin by listing several wel l -known general izations of the binomial  theorem. 
One such is to the falling and rising factorials: put (x),.h = x (x -  h ) (x -  2h) . . .  
(x - (n - 1)h), with (X)o+h = 1. (Let us agree that the 0th degree member of every set of 
polynomials  we will consider will be 1.) Then we have 
k=O 
Abel generalized the binomial  theorem in quite a striking way: 
k=O 
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Abel's theorem also comes in a symmetrized version: 
k=O 
Then too there are so-called q-extensions of the binomial theorem. To state two of 
these, we introduce some standard notation: 
[k] l - -q '  k !~=[k] [k -1 ]  ... [1], (0!q=l) ,  -k !e (nZk) !q"  
The q-numbers [k] have a simple subtraction property that we will find to be very 
useful, namely 
[a] - [b] = qb[a -- b]. (1.4) 
An example of its use is the following calculation: 
L J L J k  k - 1 k!q(n - k 4- 1)! 4 (k - 1)!q[k](n - k + 1)!q 
n!q 
= k!q(n -  k)!e[n - k + 1] qk[n - k + 1] 
from which we deduce that 
The alternate form 
[n~l]=[~]÷q"-k+lEknl ] (1.6) 
follows from (1.5) on replacing k by n - k + 1. 
Schiitzenberger [18] observed that if yx = qxy, then 
k=O 
There is an older commutative q-binomial theorem, which has been attributed to 
various authors. Following Jackson [12] we define the polynomial (a + x) t"J := (a + x) 
(a + xq) ... (a + xq"-a); then 
(a+x) t " ]= ~[~]q '~)xka  "-k. (1.8) 
k=O 
G. Andrews has remarked to the author that (1.7) and (1.8) are equivalent. To obtain 
(1.8) from (1.7) we replace x by xy (this is permissible since y(xy) = q(xy)y) and y by ay, 
where a commutes with everything, and factor all the y's out to the right on both sides 
and cancel them. The reverse procedure allows us to get (1.7) from (1.8). 
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In view of(1.7) and (1.8), one can ask for an expansion of(a + x) r'l when xa = qax, 
or for a q-binomial expansion of (x + y)" when x and y commute. We will give such 
expansions later. 
So far we have only given what we might call one-parameter generalizations of the 
binomial theorem, the parameter being either h, w, or q. We conclude this section by 
mentioning a two-parameter generalization. (1.1) and (1.3) are subsumed in an identity 
essentially due to Rothe ([17]; see also [8, 9, 19]). Let 
a,(x; h,w) = x(x  + h + nw)(x + 2h + nw) ... (x + (n - 1)h + nw). 
Then 
a,(x + y; h, w) = ak(X; h, w)a,._k(y; h, w). (1.9) 
k=0 k 
Note the similarity of form of (1.1), (1.3) and (1.9) to the binomial theorem. This is 
sometimes expressed in the statement that, e.g., the polynomials a,(x; h, w) are of 
binomial type. Polynomials of binomial type are studied extensively in [15, 16]. 
2. q-Delta operators 
Another two-parameter generalization of the binomial theorem was made by 
Jackson, who combined (1.2) with (1.8) in showing [12] that 
(a + x) ['l = x(xq  - -  [k ]w)  --. (xq  k -1  - -  [k]w)(a + [k ]v¢)  [n -k l .  (2.1) 
k=O k 
We aim in this paper to go further in this direction; that is, to combine q-binomial 
theorems with other generalized binomial theorems. Our first such combination is 
a common generalization of (1.1) and (1.7). We define q-analogues of the shifted 
factorials by 
(X),.h,q = X(X -- h[1]) . "  (x -- h[n - 1]). t2.2) 
If yx = qxy and hx = qxh, then 
k=0 
Eq. (2.3) holds trivially if n = 0, 1. We assume it is true for n, and show it for n + l: 
(X -~ Y)n+ l,h.q = (X + y)n,h,q(X "q- y --  In]h)  Inl, 
k= 0 k X)k'h'q(Y)n-k'h'q(X ~- Y - -  [ -n]h)  
k=O k (X)k'h'q(Y)n-k'h'q(X --  q'-k[k]h) 
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k=0 
(X)k,h,q(q X -- q [k]h)(y).-k,h.q 
k=O 
k=O 
n+!  :Z[ 
k=!  k 
k=O 
n+l  --ZI" 
k=O 
I~ l  (X)k,h,q(Y)n-k+ l,h,q 
n lq,_k+l(X)a.h,q(y),+l_a,h,q 
- -1  
+'] 
k (X)k,h,q(Y). + l -k, , .0,  
where we used (1.4), yx  = qxy, hx = qxh and (1.6). Thus the polynomials (X),,h.q satisfy 
a q-analogue of the binomial type property. However, this result would be much more 
useful if one did not need to assume that hx = qxh. Probably the most natural theory 
of polynomials of q-binomial type, would use the Schiitzenberger identity as a model, 
as is done especially in [13]. Other authors (see, e.g., [3]) have proposed a different 
definition. 
Define the operator Ah, q by 
f (qx  + h) - f (x )  (2.4) 
Ah, q f (x )= (q - -1 )x  + h 
This operator was considered previously by Hahn [10], who was looking for ortho- 
gonal polynomials atisfying certain q-difference equations. It contains the classical 
forward and backward ifference operators of the calculus of finite differences as well 
as the q-derivative, which is the case h = 0, and which we will denote by Dq. 
We compute the result of applying Ah, q to (X),,h,q: 
(qx + h)qx(qx -- h([2] - [1])) --. (qx - h([n - 1] - [1])) - (x),,h,q 
Z~h'q(X)n'h'q : (q -- 1)x + h 
(qx + h)qx(qx - qh[1]) ..- (qx - qh[n - 2] ) -  x(x  - hi l l ))  ... (x - h[n - 1]) 
(q - 1)x + h 
(X),_l,h,q ( (q" - -  1)X q -  1 ) 
=(q- -1 )x+h\  q 1 +h(1 +q+ ... + q,-1) 
= In] (x),_ 1,h,q, 
where (1.4) was used in passing from the first line to the second. 
(q - 1)x + h 
X(X h i l l )  (x h[n 2]) ((qx + h)q ~-1 - x + h(1 + q + ... + q.-2))  
Q m m 
(2.5) 
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Note the special case Dqx"= In]x"-1,  which is much easier to prove. The q- 
derivative has a remarkable property that Ah.q unfortunately lacks in general. It 
commutes with the q-shift operator Ev, which is defined by Eyf (x )  = f (x  + y) where 
yx = qxy. To see this, we must show that DqE~,f(x) = EyDj (x )  for a general formal 
power series f (x )  = 3~,>,oC,X ", where the c, are some coefficients which do not depend 
on x. In fact, it is not difficult to determine them explicitly, but we will not need them 
in this argument, which relies on (2.3) and (2.6). We have 
E,,Dqf(.~,:) = E,, ~, [n]c,x" ' 
n>~ l 
= y~ [n]c°(x + y)° '. 
n>~l 
where yx = qxy, and on the other hand 
DqE, f (x )  = D o ~ c,(x + y)"= D~ ~ c, Z XkY"-k 
n ~>0 n >~1 k=O 
n>l  k=l  
V:-:3 = 2 Cn [n'] .£.k- l yn -1  (k -  l )  n>~l  k=l  
[-n] c,(x + y),-1, 
n>~l 
where again yx = qxy. 
3. Some q-Abel binomial theorems 
In this section we prove some q-analogues of (1.2), including Jackson's q-Abel 
binomial theorem (2.1). (Another approach to q-Abel identities is through q-Lagrange 
inversion; see [-5, 11, 14]). We are essentially going to copy a proof of Abel's binomial 
theorem that is attributed in [6] to Lucas, which is in fact very similar to one of Abel's 
own proofs ([2]; see also [1]). We will require q-analogues of the Abel polynomials 
ak(x; w) = x(x  - kw) k- l. Therefore, we define polynomials ~k(X; W; q) by do(X; w; q) = 1, 
61(x; w;q) = x, and for k >~ 2 by 
dk(X; W; q )= x(xq -- [k]w)(xq 2 -- [k]w) . .-(xq k- 1 _ Ek3w). 
Throughout this paper let f(J~(x) denote the jth q-derivative of f (x) .  Then 
we have 
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Lemma 1. 8~g)(x; w; q) = k!qq(~) and, i f  O <~ j <<, k - 1, then 
k'qq(~ ) 
d~J)(x; w; q) - " ~  (xq j - w[ j ] ) (xq  j+ 1 _ w[k] )  ... (xq k-1 - w[k])  
(k -j)!q 
Proof.  Since [0] = 0, the case j = 0 is the def in i t ion of dk(X; w; q). The case j = k 
wou ld  fol low immediate ly  f rom the case j = k - 1. Then, assuming that  the lemma is 
true for j, we show it fo r j  + 1: 
~(x ;  w; q) - -  d~)(xq;  w; q) 
8 (j+ 1)iX" W; q) = k ~" , x(1 - q) 
k!qql9 
= x(1 - q)(k - j ) !q  
f (xqY _ [ j ]  w)(xqJ+ 1 _ [k] w) ... (xq* -  1 -- I-k] w) 
X . . 
#-- (xq  ~+'  - -  [ j ]w) (xq  j+  2 - -  [k ]w . . .  (xq k - -  [k ]w) ;  
kV n~9 
"q'~ (xq j+ 2 - -  [k] W) "'" (xq  k -1  - -  [k] W) 
= x(1 - -  q~- J ) (k  - j  - 1)! a 
x {(xq j - [ j ]w) (xq  J+l - [k]w)  
- -  (xq  j+  l - -  [ j ]w) (xq  k - -  [k]w)}. 
The quant i ty  in brackets  equals  
(x2q2j+l _ xw[ j  ]q j+ l _ xw[k]q i  + w2[ j ] [k ] )  - (x2q j+k+ l - xw[ j ]q  k 
-- xw[k]q J  +1 + wZ[ j ] [k ] )  
which is 
xq J{xq j+ l(1 _ qk - j )  _ w[ j ]q (1  -- qk- j -1 )  _ w[k] ( l  -- q)} 
and the coeff icient of - -xwq J is 
q [ j ] (1  - -  qk- j -1 )  + [k](1 -- q) = 1 - -  qk + q + q2 _[_ . . .  + qj _ qk - j  _ qk - j+  l 
. . . . .  qk -1  
= (1 + q + q2 + ... + q J)(1 -- qk-2). 
Then 
a~ j+ ~)(x; w; q) = 
k'_a(~) I l  k-  1, .  (xqt _ [k]  w) 
"11-i I I / Z j ? Z  
x(1 -- qk-~)(k - - j  -- 1)!q 
{xqJ(xq j+ l -- [ j  + 1]w)(1 -- qk- j )}  
• " k-1 
= k!qql'+fl)(xq J+x - [ j  + 1]w) lf] (xq z - [k]w). 
(k - - j - -  1)!q l=j+2 
and so we have Lemma 1. 
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Corol lary. For all nonnegative integers k and j, t~ kT"(j)'twq-j[J];" w; q) = k I.q~,'(` ~)6- k j. 
Let f (x )  be any function of x. Subject to appropr iate  convergence condit ions, we 
may write 
f (x )  = ~" G(x;  w; q)2k(W; q) 
k>~O 
for some coefficients 2k(W; q) which do not depend on x. To find them, take j q- 
derivatives with respect o x: 
50) ix  • w; q)2k(W; q). . f ( J ' (x )= k , ,  
k>j 
Set x = wq- J [ , j ]  and use the above corol lary: 
f I J )(wq-i[ j  ]) = ~ k!qq(~)6kj2k(w; q) = j!qq(~) 2j(w; q). 
k>~j 
Hence 
f (x )  = ~, q (~) w;q) f (k) (wq-k[k] )"  (3.1) k>~O k!~- aktX; 
In case f (x )  is a polynomial ,  there is no doubt  of the convergence of the series 
(3.1), which was also arr ived at by Jackson. His theorem (2.1) follows from (3.1 
and 
Lemma 2. I f  0 <, k <~ n, then the kth q-derivative of (a + x) t< is 
n!q q~)(a + xq k) ... (a + xq n- 1). 
(n -- k)!q 
Proofi The case k = 0 is just the definition of (a + x) t'q. Then assuming the lemma ~s 
true for k, we show it for k + 1" 
n!q q(~) (a+xqk) . . . (a+xq"  l ) - - (a+xqk+l ) . . , (a+xq")  aa+x#W"- 
(n -- k)! o x(1 - q) 
_ n!q q(~) (a + xq k+ 1) ... (a q- xq n- 1) 
(n - k)!q x(1 - q) 
la + xq k - a - xq"~ 
n!q qI~'i(a + xq k+l) ... (a + xq ' - l ) .  
(n -- k - 1)!q 
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We now have only to take f (x)  = (a + x) L"1 in (3.1) to get Jackson's theorem. Since 
(x + a) E"] # (a + x) E"], we have the possibility of another theorem here. Indeed, 
Dq(x + a)rnl = l----~ { (x + a)(x + aq) ''' (x + aq"- l) } 
x(1 - -q )  - (xq+a)q" - l (x  +a)(x +aq) . . . (x  +aq "-z) 
= (x + a) ... (x + aq "-2) {x + aq "-1 -- xq" - -  aq "-1} 
x(1 - q) 
-- [n](x + a) t"- 1) 
so that (x + a) t"] is what we might call a q-Appell polynomial. Therefore, we may 
easily compute its kth q-derivative by iteration, and then (3.1) gives 
k=O 
(3.2) 
It is now natural to ask whether there is a q-analogue of Abel's theorem in which an 
honest power ofn appears on the left, rather than a q-power as in (2.1) and (3.2). The 
difficulty in obtaining such a theorem by this method lies in the fact that one has to 
compute the kth q-derivative of (x + y)" with respect o x, without a suitable chain 
rule to reduce the problem to computing q-derivatives of x". This however is the 
significance of the fact that the q-derivative commutes with the q-shift operator. If we 
assume that yx = qxy, then we can compute Dk(x + y)" as 
k n EyDkqx . E~, n!q X._ k n!q (X ~- y)n k. DqEyx . . . . .  
(n - k)!q (n - k)!q 
Since we have to evaluate this expression when xq k = [k] w, we need also to assume 
that yw = qwy. Then we have 
Theorem 1 (Noncommutative q-analogue of Abel's binomial theorem). I f  yx = qxy, 
yw = qwy, and all other pairs of variables commute, then 
k=O 
(3.3) 
If we apply the remark of Andrews to this result that is, replace x by xy, w 
by wy and y by ay, where a commutes with all the other variables, and factor all the y's 
to the right and cancel them - -  we recover Jackson's theorem, (2.1). If we factor 
the y's out to the left instead, we get (3.2). We can get a result containing (2.1) and 
(3.3) by taking f (x)  = (a + (x + y))[,] in (3.l), where yx = qxy and all other pairs 
of variables commute, and computing the q-derivatives using E~, and Lemma 2. 
This yields 
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Theorem 2. I f  yx = qxy, yw = qwy and all other pairs of  rariables commute, then 
k=O 
• .. (xq k-1 -- Ek]w)(a + (Ek]w + yqk))[n-k]. 
Similarly, using f (x )  = ((x + y) + a) ["j in (3.1), we get a result that contains {3.2) and 
(3.3). 
Theorem 3. / f  yx = qxy, yw = qwy, and all other pairs of  variables commute, then 
((x + y) + a) ~"~ 
n i -n -  ] k 
= k~o ~k~ q- (z )x(xq _ [k]w) ... (xqk 1 [k ]w) ( (wq-kEk]  + y) + a)[. kl. 
4. q-Rothe and 'symmetric' q-Abel identities 
To some extent, one can use Ah,q in place of Dq to obtain q-analogues of the Rothe 
identity (1.9). We cannot get noncommutative q-Rothe identities directly since Ah.q 
does not commute with Ey. Once we have commutative q-Rothe identities, it is 
possible to convert hem to noncommutative forms by using Andrews' remark in the 
reverse direction. However, the noncommutative identities seem most interesting 
when they have an extra (noncommuting) parameter beyond what we can get in the 
commutative case, as in Theorems 2 and 3. This will only happen when we can find an 
operator that commutes with Ey, and one can prove [13] that the only such operators 
are invertible formal power series in the q-derivative. 
The polynomials we will consider are defined by 
a,(x; b, h, w, q) = (x + b)(xq + h + h + [n]w)(xq 2 + b + [2]h 
+ En] w) ... (xq" - '  + h + En - 1] 17 + [n] w), 
where, as usual, ao(x; b, h, w, q )= 1. We are aiming for a q-Rothe identity, but as 
a byproduct we will get both commutative and noncommutative q-analogues of the 
symmetric Abel identity (1.3). As we shall see, however, in the q-case these "symmetric" 
identities are not as symmetric as one would wish. The following lemma generalizes 
Lemmas 1 and 2. 
Lemma 3. n Ah,qa . (x  , b, h, w, q) = n!qqt'~ ) and, ifO <~ k <~ n - 1, then 
Akn.qa,(x;b,h,w,q) - n!q ql~)(xqk +b+Ek]h+[k]w ) 
(n - k ) !q  
x(xq  k +l + b + [k + l ]h  + [n]w) ... (xq" 1 + h 
÷ [-n - 1] h + I-n] w). 
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The proof  is by induction on k. The case k = 0 holds by definition, and the case 
k = n would follow easily from the case k -- n - 1. It is straightforward to check that 
[n] + q[k][n - k - 1] = [k + 1][n - k], a fact we will use to complete the proof. 
We assume the lemma is true for k, and show that it holds for k + 1: 
n!q q(~) k+l  . Ah,q a,(x, b, h, w, q) = 
(n - k ) !q  (q - 1)x+h 
I 1 ]h+[k]w) JO+ ' (xq k+l + b + [k + (xq j + b + [ j ]h  + fn]w) 
X n -1  '=  2 
I - - (xqk + b + [k]h + [k]w) 1-[ (xq J + b + [ j ]h  + [n]w) 
l j=k+ 1 
= (xq j + b + [ j ]h  + In]w) 
( ~  (q -1)x + h ~ 2 
{(xq k+l + b + [k + 1]h + [k]w)(xq" + b + [n]h + In]w) ) 
X(--(xqk< + b + [k]h + [k]w)(xq *+1 + b + [k + 1]h + [n]w)J" > 
The quantity in brackets is 
[n]w(xqk(q -- 1) + ([k + 1] -- [k])h) 
+ (xq k+~ + b + [k + 1]h)(xq" + [n]h - xq k -  [k]h) 
+ [k]w(xq" + In ]h -  xq k+~ - [k + 1]h) 
= [n]wqk((q -- 1)X + h) 
+ (xq k+~ + b + [k + 1]h)(xqk[n -- k](q - 1) + qkh[n- -  k]) 
+ [k]w(xqk+l[n -- k -- 1](q -- 1) + qk+lh[n -- k - 1]) 
= ((q - 1)x + h)qk((xq k+~ + b + [k + 1]h)[n - k] 
+ ([n] + q[k][n - k - 1])w) 
= ((q--  1)x + h)qk[n -- k](xq k+l + b + [k + 1]h + [k + 1]w) 
and Lemma 3 follows. An immediate corollary is that 
k 
A h,qa,,(X, b, h, w, q)lx=-q '(b+tk~(h+w)~ = n!qq(2)~nk. 
Hence we may formally determine the coefficients in the expansion f (x )= 
yk~o2kak(x; h, w, q) by operating with Zlh, q k times and setting x = --q-k(b + [k](h + w)). 
The result is 
f (x )  Z q -O ak(x; b, h, w, q) k ----- (A ~,.,J(x)) I~, = - q ~(b + [k] (h + w)) (4.1) 
k>~O k!q 
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at least for po lynomial  f (x) ,  and subject to convergence condit ions for more general 
f (x ) .  
We can use this result in two different ways. First  take f (x)  = a,(x; a + b, h, w, q) 
and compute 
k .. n!q k k 
Ah,qan(x, a + b, h, w, q) - - -  q(~-)(xq + a + h + [k]h + [k]w) 
(n - k) !  o 
×(xq k+l + a + b + [k + l i b  + In]w) ... 
×(xq "-1 + a + b + In - l i b  + In]w) 
when 0 ~< k <~ n - 1. When we evaluate this at xq k =-b  - [k](h + w), the terms 
involving h behave very nicely, while the terms involving w and b are not so nice. The 
resulting expression is 
n k -1  
n!q 
q(~)a H (a + b(1 -  qi) + [ i ]h + ([n] - [k]qi)w). 
(n - k ) ! .  i=1 
Eq. (4.1) now gives us 
Theorem 4 (Commutat ive q-Rothe identity). I f  all variables commute, then 
a , (x ;a+b,h ,w,q)= ak(X ;b ,h ,w,q)  a (a+b( l -q i )+[ i ]h  
k=O i = 1 
.) + (In] -- [k]q')w) 
We may also take f (x )  = a , (x  + y; a + b, O, w, q):= a,(x + y; a + b, w, q) in (4.1), 
where yx  = qxy so that we can compute Dka, (x  + y; a + b, w, q) as EyD k a,(x; a + 
b, w, q) as before. Thus we get 
Dkqa,(x + y; a + b, w, q) - n!~ ~ k - -  q(2)(xq -k yqk + a + b + [k] w) 
(n - -  k ) !  e 
×(xqk+l +yqk+l  +a+b+[n]w) . . .  (xq" 1 
+ yq , -1  + a + h + [n]w) 
when 0 ~< k ~< n - 1 and yx  = qxy. We evaluate this when xq k =- -b  - [k]w,  which 
forces us to assume that yw = qwy and yb = qby. There results 
n-k -1  
n!q 
q(~)(yqk + a) H (yqk+i + a + b(1 - qi) + (In] -- [k]qi)w). 
(n - k ) !q  i= 1 
From (4.1) we now get 
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Theorem 5 (Noncommutat ive  symmetric q-Abel identity). I f  yx = qxy, yw = qwy, 
yb = qby and all other pairs of variables commute, then 
Theorem 
a.(x + y; a + b, w, q) = k ak(X; b, w, q) (yqk + a) 
k=0 i= l  
+a + b(1 -q i )+( [n ] - [k ]q l )w) ) .  
(yqk+i 
4 has many special cases of interest. For  example, when b = 0 we have 
(x + a)(xq + a + h + [-n]w) ... (xq "-~ + a + In - l ]h  + En]w) 
k=O 
+ [k]w)a(a + h - ([n] - [k]q)w) 
× ... (a + In -- k - 1]h + ([n] + [k]q"-k-1)w). (4.2) 
If we instead set x = 0 then 
(a + b)(a + b + h + [n]w) ... (a + b + [n -  1]h+[n]w)  
k=O 
+ ([n] - [k]q)w) ... (a + b(1 - qn-k-1) + [n - k -  1]h 
+ (]-n-] - [k] qn-k - 1)W). (4.3) 
Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) are themselves q-analogues of Rothe's identity. Setting a -- 0 in 
Theorem 4 reduces to a triviality, and the case h = 0 will be discussed below. 
When w = 0 we are getting a commutat ive q-analogue of (1.1), with an extra para-  
meter: 
(x + a + b)(xq + a + b + h) . . .  (xq n-1 + a q- b + In -- 1]h) 
k=O 
xa(a+b(1-q)+h) . . . (a+b(1-q" -a -1 )+[n-k -1 ]h)  (4.4) 
We give a noncommutat ive  version of (4.2) to i l lustrate how such an argument 
would go. Mult ip ly (4.2) on the right by y", and assume that yx = qxy, yw = qwy, 
yh = qhy and y commutes with a. Use the commutat ion  relations to move the y's to 
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the left on both sides, so as to have one y on the right of each factor. Then rename xy 
as x, hy as h, wy as w and ay as y. We get that if yx = qxy, yh = qhy, yw = qwy and all 
other parts of variables commute, then 
(x + y)((x + ;)q + h + [n]w) .-. ((x + y )qn- '  + [ ,  -- 1]h + [n]w) 
=~-~ [~]x(xq+h+[k]w) . . . (xqk - '+[k -1]h+[k]w)yq  k 
k=O 
x(yq k+l + h + (In] - [k]q)w) 
x . . . (yqn-X +[n_k_ l ]h+( [n]_ [k ]q  n-k l)w). (4.5) 
It is not hard to get from this back to (4.2) by using Andrews' remark. An interesting 
special case is 
(x + y)((x + y)q + h) ... ((x + y)q" 1 + [n_  l ib )  
k=O 
x(yqn i +[n_k_  1]h), (4.6) 
where yx = qxy and yh = qhy. This is another q-analogue of (1.1). In a similar way, 
(4.3) can be converted to 
(y + b)(yq + b + h + [n]w) ... (yq"-~ + b + [n - 1]h + [n]w) 
=~[~]b(b+h+[k]w) . . . (b+[k -1]h+[k]w)yq  k 
k=O 
x(yq k+~ + b(1 - q) + h + (In] - [k]q)w) ... (yq"-~ + b(1 - q,,-k ~) 
+ In -- k - 1]h + ([n] - [k]q"-k-~)w), (4.7) 
where yb = qby, yh = qhy, yw = qwy and all other variables commute. 
We now turn to special cases of Theorem 5. The best commutative q-analogue of 
the symmetric Abel identity that we are able to get is the case y -- 0, which is also the 
case h = 0 of Theorem 4. This is 
(x + a + b)(xq + a + b + In]w) ... (x + a + b + [n-]w) 
-= ~[~l (x+b ' (xq+b+[k]w ' " ' (xqk- '+b+[k]w 'a (a+b(1-q '  
k=0 
+ h + ([n] - [k]q)w) ..- (a + b(1 - q,,-k-~) 
+[n-k -1 ]h+( [n] - [k ]q  "-k 1)w). (4.8) 
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Eq. (4.8) contains two simpler symmetric q-Abel identities, the cases x = 0 and b = 0. 
Theorem 5 also contains impler noncommutative symmetric q-Abel identities, as well 
as the following curious q-analogue of the binomial theorem: 
(x + y + a + b)((x + y)q + a + b) ... ((x + y)q" - i  + a + b) 
k=O 
x(yq  k+l + a + b(1 - q)) ..- (yqn-1 + a + b(1 - qn-k-~)), (4.9) 
where yx = qxy and yb = qby and all other variables commute. Let us look at the case 
b = 0 of (4.9): if yx = qxy, then 
(x + y + a)((x + y)q + a) ... ((x + y)q, -a  + a) 
k=0 
This is easy to prove directly by expanding both sides using (1.7) and (1.8); one sees 
that each side is 
2 Ii, jnk l  q('+J)xiyjak' 
i+j+k=n 
where yx = qxy and [i. ~". k] is a q-trinomial coefficient, defined in the obvious way by 
analogy with the q-binomial coefficient. The combinatorial significance of (4.10) can 
be seen if we rewrite it in the form 
(x + y + a)(xq + (yq + a)) "" (xq"- I  + (yq, -1 + a)) 
k=o k x(xq)(xq ) ... (xqk-1)(yq k + a)(yq k+l + a) ... (yq, -1 + a), 
where yx = qxy. The left side is evidently ~Z1Z2,  . . .  ,Zn, where each Zg = xq i-1 or 
(yqi- 1 + a) and the sum is over all the possible products. If we rewrite these products 
to have all of the factors containing x to the left of all those containing y, noting that 
(yq~ + a)(xq~+ 1) = q(xqi)(yqi+ 1 + a), and we recall that [~,] is the generating function 
for words in a two-letter alphabet where q marks an inversion [4] then we see that we 
get the right side of(4.10). At least from this point of view, therefore, the combinatorial 
meaning of (4.10) is nearly the same as that of Schfitzenberger's identity (1.7). It would 
be very interesting to have combinatorial interpretations of some of the more complic- 
ated identities that we have given. 
There are four nontrivial special cases of Theorem 5 with three parameters equal to 
zero. Two of these are (1.7) and (1.8), but the other two, also q-analogues of the 
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binomial theorem, may not have been observed before. These are companion identi- 
ties in the sense of Andrews' remark. The noncommutat ive one is 
(b + y)(b + yq) ... (b + yq"-l) 
k=O 
where yb = qby. Its commutat ive counterpart  is 
(a+b) ,= ~[~lbka(a+b( l _q ) ) . . . (a+b( l _qn  k-l)). (4.12) 
k=O 
It is not difficult to prove (4.12) directly by induction. It can also be obtained from 
the fact ([7]) that if (z; q), = (1 - z)(1 - zq) ... (1 - zq" 1), with (z; q)0 = 1, then 
(rs;q),= ~I~l(r ;q)ksk(s;q), , -k.  
k=O 
If r = O, this is just 
k=O 
Replacing s by b/(a + b) and multiplying by (a + b)" gives (4.12). 
5. Some other expansions 
Recalling the notation of Jackson that we have used earlier, expansions in terms of 
the polynomials (a + x) l"l are covered by the foregoing theory, but expansions in 
terms of (x + a) ~"~, qua function of x, are not. We noted in Section 3 that the 
q-derivative with respect to x of (x + w) t"l is [n](x + w) ~"-l~. Iterating this and 
evaluating at x = -w we see that 
D~(x + w)~"~lx=_w = k!q6,k. 
From this it follows as before that, if we formally expand a function of x in terms of 
these polynomials, this expansion takes the form 
f(x) = 2 (x + w)Ek~ f~k)(_ W). (5.1) 
k~O k!. 
We can also write down a noncommutat ive version of this expansion by applying the 
q-shift operator  E~,. Thus if yx = qxy, yw = qwy and all other pairs of variables 
commute,  we have 
f (x  + y) = ~ (x + w) tkl f(k)(y _ W). (5.2) 
k~O k!q 
The case w = 0 is a noncommutat ive q-analogue of Taylor 's theorem. 
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The expansions of ((x + y) + a) E"j and (a + (x + y))t,] in terms of the polynomials 
(x + w) ~k] are readily obtained from (5.2) and the above remark about the q-derivatives 
of these polynomials. We have 
Theorem 6. I f  yx  = qxy, yw = qwy, and all other pairs of variables commute, then 
k=O 
k=O 
Let us look at some special cases of this theorem. If we take w = 0 in (i), or in 
Theorem 3, we get an identity similar to (4.10): 
(x + y + a)(x + y + aq) ... (x + y + aq"- l )  
k=O 
where yx = qxy. One can give the same sort of direct proofs of this as we did for (4.10), 
which can itself be obtained by taking w = 0 in (ii) or in Theorem 2. In both (i) and (ii), 
the case a = 0 is 
Corollary. I f  yx  = qxy, yw = qwy and all other pairs of variables commute, then 
k=O 
We leave to the reader the cases x = 0 and y = 0 of Theorem 6, which are of some 
interest, and conclude with another expansion. In view of (2.5), it is easy to see that, 
formally, 
f (x )  = Z (X)k,h,. (A~.qf(x)[x=o). 
k~O k!q 
Using this and Lemma 3, we have 
k>~O 
x(b + [k + 1]h + [n]w) ... (b + [n -  1]h + [n]w). 
When h = w = 0, this reduces to (1.8). 
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